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195 Clepington Road, 

DUNDEE, 

Angus, 

Scotland. 

lY4February, 1970. 

Dear Sir, 

I am a 22 year old student at Dundee University and I em 
extremely interested in the subject of the Assassination of 
President Kennedy. 	I enclose a copy of "Analysis of Zapruder 
frames 222 to 244", which I have recently completed, and I would 
be pleased if you would let me know your opinion of it. 

I am not a photographic expert but I believe I may have 
discovered something of importance through photo-analysis of the 
Zapruder frames 222 to 244 which appeared in the November 28, 1966 
edition of "LITE INTERNATIONAL". 	I am sending you a cony of 
the work and. hoping that it might be possible for you to reconsider . 
your position with regard to films and photos, taken .at the 
time of the assassination, that you possess (Zapruder. film, Hughes 
film;'Bell.film, Betzner photo, Rickerby photo, Dorman photo, 
T. Towner film, J. Towner photo, Paschall film and. any others 
you own) and make them, or best copies end prints ,of them, 
available to researchers. 	I feel that if I, being far from 
expert, can discover something as basic'and imnortant as the 
exact frame at which Governor Connally was shot, then photographic 
experts and other researchers would. almost certainly be able to 
discover yet further intelligence contained in the films and 
photos. 	I look forward to-hearing from you in the near future. 

Yours faithfully, 

C. LOTTGEOTTOM. 



ANALYSIS OF ZAPRIMER FRAMES 222 TO 244 

The problem of photo-analysis is that photographs portray 

in two.dimensions that which occurred in three dimensions. In 

the case of successive movie frames it is possible to introduce 

some degree of measure of the third dimension, depth, by relating 

the movements between the various images relative to each other 

and the movements of the images themselves. By comparing the 

relationships of the images frame by frame, and relating this to 

the overall sequence it is possible to judge the Movements in 

three dimensions throughout the sequence. 

In the case of the Zapruder film sequence framed 222 to 244 

published in November 28, 1966 edition of "Life International" 

it is possfble to use the various shadows cast, as well as the 

obvious angles, distances, and relative movements (due to movement 

of car and occupants - taking parallax into account) in a 

determination of what movements, in three dimensions, each occupant 

made. This analysis is mainly concerned with the movements of 

Governor John B. Connally throughout the sequence. 

The fact that Connally's coat was black is an added problem 

in relating his movements to three dimensions since the black 

cloth does not show up folds very well and tends to present a flat 

image (both President Kennedy and Mrs. Kennedy were wearing coats 

which showed up the shadows of the folds of the cloth and thus 

aid 	reading of the frames with respect to their movements). 

The car was travelling from left to right of Zapruder at a 

speed of just over 11m.p.h., with Zapruder's film running at 18.3 

frames per second.' The car thus moved forwards almost a foot 

between frames of the film. At frame 222 the car was about 95 

feet from Zapruder with Zapruder filming at an angle of about 

43°  to President Kennedy in the direction of movement of the car. 

The road was not simply running left to right, the direction 

of/ 
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of movement of the car was angled to Zapruder, so that at
 frame 

244 the car was about 80 feet from Zapruder, who was now
 filming 

at an••angle of 52°  to the President in the direction of 
movement 

of the car. Thus there was an alteration in angulation 
of camera 

to car of approximately 9°. This small angulation al
teration, 

the relatively large distance involved, plus the origina
l angulation 

involved indicate that there would be only slight altera
tions in 

the relationships of the occupants of the car to one ano
ther, 

had they remained stationary, from beginning to end of s
equence. 

This is borne out by noting the relative movement of fix
ed objects 

on the car between frames 222 and 244. 

Zapruder's camera was directed at approximately 14°  N of
 E 

at frame 222 and 5°  N of E at frame 244; the time of th
e 

assassination was 12.30p.m., thus the sun was just W o
f S. 

Therefore, the camera was directed at almost 90°  
to the direction 

of the sunlight throughout this sequence of 23 frames. 
This is 

important in the reading of the shadows appearing in t
he frames. 

The time from frame 222 to frame 244 is 1.27 seconds - t
his 

must be borne in mind in assessing the speed of movement
 of the 

occupants of the car, as must the fact that the time bet
ween 

consecutive frames is 0.055 seconds. 

At frame 222 Governor Connally (hereafter referred to as
 JC) 

is between Zapruder and Mrs. Kennedy (hereafter referred
 to as JK), 

obscuring most of her from view; there is a little of J
K's left 

arm visible beyond JO's left arm but the rest of her whi
ch is 

visible is above JO's head and shoulders. The relative 
movement 

between JC and JK, if both were stationary, through the 
sequence 

can be seen to be JC moving to the right (in the picture
 -

h ereafter shortened to i.p.; this is to distinguish rig
ht and 

left/ 
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left (i.p.) frot occupant's right and left) relative to OM. 	Thus, 

if both JC, who is almost square-on to the camera, and Tit remained 

at their positions in f.222, one can see that in the succeeding 

frames several points of reference would move relative to each 

other:- 

(1) the amount of JK's left arm'visfble to right (i.p.) of 

SC's left arm would decrease. 

(2) the amount of JK's right arm, elbow, and roses at her 

right side, visible to left (i.p.) of JO's right shoulder 

(see later frames than f.222) would increase. 

(3) the line down the left side (i.p.) of JO's head would 

Pass to the right (i.p.) relative to the line down the 

left side (i.p.) of JK's head (hair); and the amount 

of JK's left coat collar, coloured blue, visible to 

right (i.p.) of JC's head, would decrease. 

tea, 

	

	(4) JO's head would gradually decrease the amount and 

length of his left shoulder visible. 

(5) the length of both right and left shoulders of JO would 

decrease slightly (due simply to relative movement, 

disregarding the head). 

(6) the tip of JC's left (and right) shoulder(s) would move 

to left (i.p.) of the metal frame which is visible 

positioned between front seats and jump-seats in the 

car. 

(7) JC's hat (seen, in f.222, to the left of the metal strip 

at the front of the glass panel on the near side of the 

car, just above the edge of the car and below and slightly 

left (i.p.) of the tip of JO's left shoulder) would 

move to left (i.p.) of the metal strip,and a greater 

amount of it would become visible. 

All of these movements and the distances moved would be 

relatively/ 
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relatively small, as can be seen by observing the relative movement 

of the metal frame and JK (who remains in a fixed position through 

f.222 to,f.232) - at f.222 the tip of JK's left shoulder is about 

halfway between the metal frame and the metal strip, at back and 

front, respectively, of the glass panel, being a little nearer 

to the frame than the strip. . Throught the succeeding frames the 

tip of JK's left shoulder moves left (i.p.), as one would expect, 

relative to the metal frame, till at f.231 it is obsctred by the 

metal frame, and in f.232 it is just to left (i.p.) of the metal 

frame.: 

By comparing the expected movements of reference points with 

what actually occurred in succeeding frames one can assess what 

movement actually occurred. 

Not only is it possible to assess the movement but one can, 

by comparison with other movements, assess the relative speed of 

the movement occurring. There are several movement, both 

voluntary and involuntary reactions to the shots, which one can . 

use to help assess the speed of any movement occurring:- 

(1) The reaction, involuntary, of President Kennedy to the 

fatal shot(s) (as noted by Ray Ilarcus, Josiah Thompson, 

and Harold Weisberg, the movement of the Prosidentt s 

head was sharply forw*rds between f.312 and f.313, then 
•■••••■••••■•■••••.• 

backwards and to (his) left between f.313 and f.319; 

thus indicating two shots - one at f.312-3 from 

behind and one at f.313-4 from front rte). The car 

was travelling at almost exactlyft4,ight angle to Zapruder's 

camera in this sequence; and the distance JPK's head 

moved backwards (disregarding leftward movement) 

through f.314 to f.319 was about the same distance as 

from the back to the front of his head - approximately 

6 inches. This movement occurs in five frames - 0.275 

seconds/ 
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seconds and is due to the impact of the bullet imparting 

its momentum to JFK's head. 

(2) The voluntary reaction of Clint Hill to hearing the 

first shot(s). 	S.A. Clint Hill, on the left front 

running-board of the follow-up car, can be seen to So" 

facing slightly to (his) right of straight forward, in 

a fixed position through f.222 to f.230. At f.231 he 

starts to turn his head to (his) right and by f.242 he 

can be seen to be facing to left (i.p.) of camera but 

has still not turned his face into a position where it 

is facing at right angled to the direction of movement 

of the car. (e.g. he is still not facing fully to his 

right). Thus in 12 frames, 0.66 seconds, Hill turned 

his head through an angle well short of 900. Hill's 

e
n
action was a voluntary one; he was turning to look 

ove?his right shoulder in the direction from which he 

believed the report of the first shot had come. 

(3) The voluntary movement of JK's right arm. 

JK's right arm starts to move in f.233 (one assumes her 

right hand was previously resting in her lap, andfrom 

the movement this appears to be the case) and by f.244 

her right hand is just reaching JFK's left elbow. This 

voluntary movement thus occurred in 0.61 seconds. 

(4) Th e ulylaaagy reaction of JFK to being hit. 

This is difficult to judge since JFK has clearly started 

to react before he emerges from behind the traffic sign 

at f.224-5. But one can get some indication of the 

speed of his reaction; - his left arm rises from its 

nearly vertical position in f.224 to a horizontal position 

in f.230, 0.33 seconds later. At f.224 =i s right 

hand, which has come well across from its previous 

position/ 
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position of elbow resting on the car-side, with the 

forearm moving up and down as he waved to the crowd. 

How long before f. 

 

raagt is impossible 

 

to estimate with accura y; but to this time period must 

be added the time between pact and the start of the 

voluntary reaction (e.g. re ction time) - this also 

cannot be estimated accurately - in order to determine 

the frame at which impact occurs. Although it cannot 

be estimated accurately from the film it is clear that 

JFK was hit well before f.224. Other photographic 

evidence and witness testimony from Philip Willis and 

Hugh Betzner indicates that JFK was in fact hit at least 

as far back as f.200 and probably just prior to this. 

The following is an analysis of the frames, comparing each 

frame with previous frame (except, of course, f.222) in order 

to determine the ovements which clgairzed. It is not a simple 

direct comparison but also takes into account the above mentioned 

relative movements, speed of movements etc. which must be borne 

in mind as each frame is compared with the previous frame. The 

comparison also takes into account the overall sequence; and so 

the indications of movements between frames are not just simply 

determined by the differences between the two frames. In reading 

the analysis it is necessary to bear in mind all the above 

mentioned factors. 

In f.222; 

JC is facing to (his) right of the camera - this is indicated 

by the shadow down his face; it is slightly to (his) left of 

midline, his nose is apparent only as a slight protrusion into 

the shadow side of his face. His left ear is clearly visible, 

his right ear is not. His head appears to be tilted very slightly 

backwards/ 
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backwards (e.g. chin forwards, forehead b
ack). 

His collar and tie are presenting a squar
e-on to camera image; 

about the same amounts of right and left 
shirt collar are visible, 

with the knot of the tie in the centre. 
The line down the inside 

of the right lapel of his coat is roughly
 parallel to the line 

down the edge of the road sign, as is the
 line down the inside 

of the left lapel. 

The line drawn between the tips 'of his l
eft and right shoulders 

(hereafter referred to as 'the line acros
s his shoulders') is 

at about 90°  to the line down the edge o
f the road sign. Thus 

the line across his shoulders is not para
llel to a line horizontally 

across the car at 90°  to the directio
n of movement of the car 

(in the following frames this line can be
 seen quite readily 

represented by the dark line across the b
ack seat, a few inches 

below the top of the seat, approximately 
intersecting with JK's 

right arm at a point roughly halfway down
 the line down the left 

side (i.p.) of the arm between shoulder
 and elbow. But in f.222 

this line across the back seat is not yet
 visible - a similar 

reference line would be the line across t
he top of the grill at 

th e front of the car - the line across J
C's shoulders is clearly 

not parallel to this reference line). 

The tip of JC's left shoulder is obscured
 by the metal strip 

at the front of the glass panel. There 
is a small amount of JK's 

left arm visible beyond JC's left shoul
der. The tip of (his) 

right shoulder is just obscured by the e
dge of the roadsign; line 

down left (i.p.) JK's right arm is visibl
e so tip of JC's right 

shoulder is clearly to left (i.p.) of lin
e down JK's right arm. 

The top of JO's white Texas hat is visibl
e just above the 

edge of the car, to left (i.p.) of metal 
strip at front of glass 

panel. / 
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Panel. The top edge of the hat is just below the level of the 

hand-rail (the grey line just to.left (i.p.) of the tip of Roy 

Kellerman's right shoulder, and to right (i.p.) of the metal 

strip). The amount of hat visible extends to just less than 

half the distance between metal strip and metal frame. 

The line down the left side (i.p.) of JO's head is well to 

the left (i.p.) of the line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head. 

All of this indicates that JC is facing to (his) right of 

straight forward (in direction of movement of car) and to (his) 

right of camera. His face is clearly turned to (his) right, 

as is his body - his right shoulder is obviously further (towards) 

back than his left shoulder. His hat is in front of him (probably 

in his lap, held by his right h and - see later) with the brim 

horizontal - the top'of the hat is visible, clear from the sharp 

angle at its top edge and from the shadows down left side (i.p.) 

of the hat. 

In f.223: 

JC is still facing to (his) right of camera, but slightly 

less to (his) right than in f.222 - the shadow line down his face 

is slightly to (his) left of midline, less so than in f.222; his 

nose is protruding slightly less into the shadow side of his face, 

and the shadow below his nose is clearly visible defining the lower 

border of the nose. Left ear is still visible, as in f.222. 

His head is still tilted just slightly back, as in f.222. 

The appearance of collar and tie are much the same as in 

f.222 - the metal frame is obscuring less of his left collar but 

the amounts visible are otherwise' the same, presenting a similar 

square-on to camera appearance to that in f.222. 

Just barely discernible below JC's right shoulder is a 

slightly/ 
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slightly lighter area than the rest of the coat - this is the 

sun shining on a fold of cloth caused by the shoulder being at 

rest, with the upper arm vertically down. 

The lines down the insides of right and left lapels are 

still parallel to each other but are just slightly off parallel 

with the line down the edge of the road sign - the lover visible 

edge of the line down inside of each lapel is to right (i.p.) 

of its own top edge. By comparison with f.222 this indicates 

the body is now turned slightly to (his) left of squareon to 

camera. 

The angulation of the line across the shoulders is very 

similar to .that'in f.222 - it is now just slightly less than 90°  

to the line of the edge of the road sign (reading angle in clock- 

wise direction from top of edge of road sign). 	The line across 

the back seat is now visible', and it can be seen that the line 

across the shoulders is not parallel to the line across the back 

seat; and if both lines were extended they would intersect on 

left side (i.p.) of JC. 

Tip of JC's left shoulder is all but obscured by metal frame, 

as in f.222; is now just fractionally to left (i.p.) of the metal 

frame. The length of JC's left shoulder is the same as in f.222. 

Less of JK's left arm is visible to right (i.p.) of JO's left arm. 

The angulation of the line down JO's left arm to the line of the 

near edge of the car is just slightly less than in f.222 (reading 

angle in clockwise direction from edge of car). 

Tip of JO's right shoulder is still to left (i.p.) of line 

down JK's right arm. 

Slightly more of JO's hat is visible than in f.222. 	It now 

extends halfway from metal strip to metal frame; and it is slightly -

higher/ 
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higher - its top edge is now level with the hand-rail. 

The line down left side (i.p.) of 30's head is still to 

left (i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head. 

All of this indicates that 30 has moved very little between 

f.222 and f.223 - he appears to have turned fractionally to his 

left. He is still facing to (his) right of camera, but his body 

appears to be just slightly to (his) left of square-on to camera 

whilst still facing to (his) right of straightforward, with his 

right shoulder back, left shoulder forward. His hat is still 

visible, brim horizontally placed, in front of him in a similar 

position to position in f.222. 

In f.224: 

X is facing square-on to camera - the shadow line down his 

face is in the midline; sunlit part of nose does not protrude 

into shadow side of face. Left ear has well defined lower border -

much more prominent and distinct than in f.223; the reverse 

is true with the top of the left ear. 	His head oppers to be 

tilted not only back but is now also slightly tilted to (his) 

right. 

Less of both right and left shirt colln.rs ire vionle than 

in f.223; and now there is more of his left collar visible than 

his right collar - this is due to (his) right lapel of his coat 

coming across and obscuring some of the right collar. There is 

no white shirt visible to left (i.p.) of 30's tie and to right 

(i.p.) of inner line of (his) right lapel (e.g. be-two= coat and 

tie on (his) right side) as there vas in f.223 - again due to 

(h is) right lapel coming across. 	There is still n little white 

shirt visible between coat and tie on (his) left side. 	The line 

down the inside of (his) right lapel.is clearly nowhere near 

parallel/ 
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parallel to the line of the edge of the road sign and is making
 

a considerable angle to it, much more so than in 2.223. 	
The 

line down the inside of (his) left lapel has also increased its
 

angulation to line of edge of road sign, but the increase is no
t 

as marked as with (his) right lapel. 

The =plait area on JC's right shoulder is much larger than 

in 2.223 and is quite clear. 	It appears to consist of two 

distinct areas - one at the junction of shoulder and chest, and
 

the other (more vertical of the two) at the junction of shoulde
r 

and arm (this is to be expected and is the natural folding 

pattern of clothes at- the shoulder when the upper arm is at rest
,. 

vertically downwards). This indicates that JO's right shoulde
r 

has come forwards, since it is now more into the sunlight. 

The angulation of line across JO's shoulders is now much 

less than 900  to line of edge of road sign, and is now parallel
 

to the line across backseat. 	Tip of JO's left shoulder is 

clearly visible slightly less than halfway from metal strip to 

metal frame. And.it is slightly higher than in 2.223 - being 

slightly nearer to the level of the line drawn across Mrs. Conn
ally's 

right shoulder than in f.223. The length of JO's left shoulde
r 

is less than in f.223. 	There is slightly more of JK's left arm 

visible to right (i.p.) of JC's left arm than in f.223. 	The 

angulation of the line down JO's left arm is - much less to line 

of edge of car than in f.223. All of this indicates that JC's
 

left shoulder has moved backwards, slightly upwards, and his bo
dy-  • 

is slightly tilted to (his) right (this is indicated by angulat
ion 

of line down (his) left arm - it is doubtful if JO's left elbow
 

is simply rising up to (his) left since J.K's left arm is visibl
e 

.to right (i.p.) of JO's left arm and below handrail as in 2.22
3, 

indicating no movement of JO's elbow upwards and to (his) left 

since/ 
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since this would obscure the ab
ove mentioned part of JK's left

 

arm). 

JC's hat is not clearly visible
 - there is just a greyish 

blur in the positioh the hat w
as in at f.223; and this blur 

does not extend as far to left 
(i.p.) of metal strip as the ha

t 

does in f.223 (and there is les
s grey visible in f.224 than wh

ite 

visible in f.223). This indica
tes that the hat has gone to r

ight 

(i.p.) of its position in f.223
 - that is, the hat has moved t

o 

JC's left and/or forwards and/o
r downwards. 

The line down left side (i.p.) 
of JC's head is still to 

left (i.p.) of line down left (
i.p.) of JK's head. 

All of these points indicate th
at JC has changed his position 

markedly from f.223. His face 
h as turned to (his) left; his

 

body has rotated to left, his r
ight shoulder has moved forward

s 

end downwards, his left shoulde
r has moved backwards and 

upwards; and there is a slight
 tilt of JC's head and body 

to (his) 

right. JC's hat has moved forW
ards and/or to (his) left and/

or 

downwards. 

In f.225: 

JC is facing slightly to (his) 
left of camera but is still 

facing to (his) right of straig
ht forwards - shadow line down 

his,face is to (his) right of m
idline; slight amount of right 

side of chin is visible in sunl
ight, and (his) right eye is ju

st 

discernible. Th ere is also a 
very small sunlit area below J

O's 

right/ 

Tip of JC's right shoulder is l
ess to left (i.p.) of line 

down JK's right arm, and it is 
further from line across backse

at 

and slightly nearer to edge of 
car than in f.223. • Length of 

JC's right shoulder is slightl
y less than in f.223. All of t

his 

1 it
IL 

indicates that JO's right shoul
der has come forwards and downw

ards. 

I* 
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right eye, slightly to left (i.p.) of his nose. L
eft ear is only 

just discernible. These points indicate that JC h
as turned to 

(his) left of his position in f.224. 	His head is 
tilted more 

to (his) right than in f.224. 

Less of (his) right shirt collar is visible than in
 f.224. 

Slightly more of (his) left collar is visible than 
in f.224 (due 

to metal frame obscuring less of (his) left collar 
- this is 

also an indication of tilt of JO's body to (his) ri
ght). 

Sunlit area on JC's right shoulder is slightly larg
er than 

in f.224 - the less vertical of the two folds is sl
ightly larger 

than in f.224 and extends slightly to right (i.p.),
 in relation 

to tip of JC's right shoulder, of its position in f
.224. 	This 

indicates that JO's right shoulder has moved forwar
ds ( - shoulder 

is less ii shadow of head, more in sunlight - ) of 
its position 

in f.224. 

Right inner lapel line has come further across - is
 obscuring 

more of his right shirt collar; and it has increas
ed in angulation 

to line of edge of road sign. Left inner lapel li
ne has decreased 

in angulation to edge of road sign and is now, agai
n, virtually 

parallel to line of edge of road sign. 

The line across JO's shoulders has increased in ang
ulation 

to line of edge of car (reading angle anti-clockwis
e from edge 

of car) and has rotated anti-clockwise through line
 parallel to 

line across backseat (position in f.224). 	If line
 across shoulders 

and line across back seat are extended they will in
tersect on 

right side (i.p.) of JO. 	Tip of JO's left shoulder is 
further 

to left (i.p.) of position in f.224 - is now more t
han halfway 

from metal strip to metal frame; is nearer to meta
l frame than 

metal strip. And tip of (his) left shoulder is hi
gher than in 

f.224 - is now at same- level as line drawn across 
Mrs. Connally's 

right/ 
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right shoulder. Length of JO's left shoulder is m
uch less than 

in f.224. 	More of JK's left arm is visible to 
right (i.p.) of 

JO's left arm.. Angulation of line down 30's
 left arm is less 

to line of edge of car than in f.224. These point
s indicate 

that JO's left shoulder has moved upwards and to le
ft (i.p.)-46f 

its position — that is, it has moved backwards and 
upwards. 

Tip of JO's right shoulder is still to left (i.p.) 
of line 

down JK's right arm, slightly less so than in f.22
4; and it is 

slightly further from line across backseat and slig
htly nearer 

to edge of car than in f.224. Length of 30's righ
t shoulder is 

slightly less than in f.224. These points indicat
e that JC's 

right shoulder has come forwards and downwards from
 position in 

f.224. 

JO's hat is now visible again. It appears above t
he edge 

of the car to left (i.p.) of metal strip; it exten
ds to just 

less than halfway from metal strip to metal frame, 
and its top 

'edge is just level with the hand rail. It appear
s greyer than 

in f.222 and f.223 — this may be an indication that
 the part of 

the hat visible is in shadow. The hat has thus mo
ved back and/or 

to JO's right and upwards slightly from its positio
n in f.224 -

but it is still not as far back and/or to SC's righ
t and up as 

in f.223. 

To left (i.p.) of the hat, above the edge of car an
d to right 

(i.p.) of metal frame there is a small pink area —
 this is 30's 

right hand (see later frames) holding the brim of
 his hat. It 

was not visible previously (thus has moved upwards 
and/Or backwards). 

All these points indicate that n has again, change
d his 

position markedly from the previous frame (f.224)
. His face has 

turned further to (his) left, and his body has f
urther rotated 

to (his) left — left shoulder has gone upwards and 
backwards, 

right/ 
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right shoulder has gone forwards and downwards. His body is 

clearly tilted to his right. His right hand and his hat have 

moved upwards and/or backwards. 

f.226 is slightly blurred but most of the reference points are 

discernible: 

JC is facing well to (his) left of camera, but is still 

facing to (his) right of straight forward - the shadow line down 

his face is clearly to (his) right of the midline, more of his 

right cheek is in sunlight than in f.225. 	Shadow of nose is just 

into the shadow side of face. More of (his) right side of chin 

is visible than in f.225. Right eye is now in sunlight. Left 

ear is not discernible. JC has thus turned further to (his) 

left from f.225. JD's head is quite clearly tilted to (his) 

right. 

It is difficult to discern the amounts of right and left 

shirt collars visible due to the blurring. Similarly, the sunlit 

areas at (his) right shoulder are blurred and it is difficult to 

judge the amounts visible - but.they are still visible. The 

inner lapel lines are obscured by the metal frame and JO's hat. 

Angulation of line across shoulder is greater to both line 

of edge of car and line across back seat than in f.225. Tip 

of JC's left shoulder is now just to right (i.p.) of metal frame; 

it is further to left (i.p.) and higher - is now just above level 

of Mrs. Connally's right shoulder - than in f.225. More of JK's 

left arm is visible to right (i.p.) of JC's left arm than in 

f.225. Angulation of line down JO's left arm has decreased to 

line of edge of car from f.225. All these points indicate that 

JO's left shoulder has moved upwards and backwards, with his 

body tilting to (his) right, from its position in f.225. 

Tip/ 
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Tip of JC's right shoulder is still to left (i.p.) of li
ne 

down JK's right arm; it is slightly further from line ac
ross 

backseat and nearer to edge of car than in f.225. Again
, JC's 

right shoulder appears to be moving downwards and forwar
ds (the 

tilt of JC's body to (his) right accounts for (his) turn
ing right 

shoulder not moving to right (i.p.) of line down JK's ri
ght arm). 

More of JC's hat is visible than in f.225. Part of it 
is 

whiter-than in f.225 - indicating the appearance of a sh
adow line. 

Th e hat extends from metal strip to metal frame, (e.g. 
whole 

length of glass panel), and it is higher than in f.225 -
 its top 

edge is now above the level of the hand-rail, and is now
 between 

the levels of Kellerman's and Mrs. Connally's right shou
lders, 

it is also much nearer to tip of JK's left shoulder th
an in f.225. 

The hat has, therefore, moved upwards, and backwards and
/or to 

JC's right. 

The pink of JC's right hand has moved upwards from f.225
 and 

is now slightly to left (i.p.) of the metal frame - it i
s visible 

just below the point of intersection of JC's right inner
 lapel 

line and the metal frame. 	Below and to left (i.p.) Of (h
is) 

right hand is a white dot, just visible above the edge o
f the car 

and slightly left (i.p.) of metal frame - this is JC's r
ight shirt 

cuff (see later frames). 

All these points indicate that JO has, once again, moved
 

quite markedly from his position in the previous frame (f
.225). 

His face has turned further to (his) left; and his body
 has 

rotated further to (his) left - his 7e ft shoulder has go
ne upwards 

and backwards, his right shoulder has moved downwards'an
d forwards, 

with his body tilted slightly more to (his) right. His 
right 

hand, along with the hat it is holding, has moved upward
s, and 

backwards and/or to (his) right. 

f.227/ 
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f.227 is very blurred but several of the reference points are 

still discernible: 

JC has turned further to (his) left of camera - his right 

eye is visible in sunlight; shadow line down his face is well 

to (his) right of midline, and shadow of nose is almost clear 

of shadow side of face. Right cheek is clearly visible in 

sunlight. JC has thus turned to (his) left of his position in 

f.226 (it is difficult to tell if he is facing to (his) right or 

(his) left of straight forwards). The tilt of his head cannot 

really be judged due to the blurring. 

It is difficult to judge amount of his right shirt collar 

visible.. Left collar is not visible due to JC's chin (- head 

to rning to (his) left -) and his right hand obscuring it. The 

sunlit areas at JC's right shoulder are not discernible due to 

the blurring. 

Angulatioh of line across shoulders is difficult to measure 

due to difficulty in discerning tip of (his) left shoulder 

accurately. Tip of left shoulder is almost obscured by metal 

frame and hat, but it is probably the black image visible just 

above the blurred image of the hat and to right (i.p.) of the 

metal frame; if this is correct, it is to left (i.p.) of position 

In f.226 and is also higher - iz now just above level of Mrs. 

Connally's right shoulder. And the length of (his) left shoulder 

is much less than in f.226. Cannot judge amount of JK's left 

arm to right (i.p.) of JO's left arm due to JC's hat obscuring 

the line down JO's left arm, but horizontal distance from tip of 

JC's left shoulder to right edge (i.p.) of JK's left arm is greater 

than in f.226. Angulation of line down JC's left arm cannot be 

measured due to hat obscuring almost all of the line. These points 

tend to indicate that JC's left shoulder has moved backwards and 

upwards/ 
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upwards from its position in f.226. 

Tip of JC's right shoulder is difficult to locate precisely 

but it is still to left (i.p.) of line down JK's right arm. 

Length of right shoulder is also difficult to measure but appears 

approximately the same as in f.226. Tip of right shoulder appears 

to be further from line across backseat than in f.226. 

JO's hat is very blurred but it can be seen to be obscuring 

the line down JC's left arm and most of his left arm - tip of 

shoulder just visible. The top edge of the hat is now at the 

level of Mrs. Connally's right shoulder - is, therefore, higher 

than in f.226. 

JC's right hand is now such higher than in f.226 - more black 

coat is visible between hand and edge of car; hand is now at 

level of JO's right shirt collar. The metal frame appears to 

be passing between hand and camera - most of hand is to left (i.p.) 

of metal frame but there is some of it visible to right (i,p.) 

of it. More of JC's right shirt cuff is visible and it is higher 

than in f.226 - more black coat between cuff and edge of car. 

.1-fat, hand, and shirt cuff have all moved upwards from positions 

in f.226. 

All the discernible points indicate that JO has turned 

further to (his) left from position in f.226; his body has also 

rotated further to (his) left - left shoulder up and back (and 

right shoulder down and forwards). His right hand and hat have 

risen further, from position in f.226. 

In f.228: 

JO is facing well to (his) left of camera and is now facing.  

to (his) left of straight forwards (e.g. facing slightly to his 

left) - shadow line down face is now well to (his) right of 

midlined 
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midline, shadow of nose is not now merged with the shadow side 

of his face; right eye is clearly in sunlight, as is his right 

cheek, more so than previously. Curved shadow below (his) right 

side of his chin is clearly visible, and JC's right ear is discernible 

in the shadow side of his face.' His nose is just visible 3E 

profile. Th us JO has turned further to (his) left of position 

in f.226 (and considerably further to (his) left of position in 

f.225). JO's head is tilted slightly backwards. 

Very little of (his) right shirt collar is visible. Left 

collar is not visible - is obscured by his head (and right hand). 

Th e sunlit areas at JO's right shoulder are again visible, and 

are aligned nearer to horizontal than previously - indicates JC 

turning to (his) left (shoulder turning a position where it is 

nearer side-on to camera), with his right shoulder coming forwards. 

Angulation of line across shoulders has increased to both 

line of edge of car and line across backseat from f.226 (and 

f.227). 	Tip of JO's left shoulder is now to left (i.p.) of 

metal frame - is just visible to right (i.p.) and below JO's 

nose. 	Tip of (his) left shoulder is also to left (i.p.) of its 

position in f.226 (and f.227) in relation to tip of JK's left 

shoulder. It is at same height as in f.227 - just above level 

of Mrs. Connally's right shoulder. Very little of length of JO's 

'left shoulder is visible due to head obscuring it - tip is just 

visible. 	As in f.227, JO's hat is obscuring the line down (his) 

left arm and thus one cannot judge amount of JK's left arm to 

right (i.p.) of (his) left arm (but horizontal distance from tip 

of (his) left shoulder to right edge (i.p.) of JK's left arm is 

greater than in f.227) and also cannot measure angulation of line 

down (his) left arm. 	All of these points indicate that JC's 

left shoulder is still moving backwards as his body turns to 

(his) left. 

Length/ 
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Length of SC'S right shoulder has shortened considerably 

between f.227 and f.228. 	Tip of (his) right shoulder has 

moved to right (i.p.) of its position in f.226 (and f.227) - it 

is now to right (i.p.) of line down JK's right arm; and it is 

further from line across back seat. The red roses at JK's right 

elbow are now visible and tip of JK's right elbow is coming into 

view. These points indicate that JO's right shoulder has 

moved forwards (and downwards) from its position in f.227. 

JC's hat is clearly visible, especially the whiter top part 

of it. It is slightly higher than in f.227 - top edge is 

above the level of Mrs. Connally's right shoulder. The hat also 

appears to be left (i.p.) of its position in f.226 - there is a 

larger black area between the hat and the metal strip to right 

(i.p.) of it. 	There are one or two grey dots visible, through 

the glass panel, below the white top of hat - these may be part 

of the brim of the hat in sunlight; if so this shows that the 
a 

hat is not horizontal as in f.222 and f.223 and is inclined slightly. 

The hat has thus moved slightly upwards, and backwards and/Or 

to JC's right. 

JC's right hand has risen up from its position in f.227 - 

its top edge is now at the level of his chin and is obscuring 

a little of JC's right shirt collar. 	Hand is still mainly to 

left (i.p.) of the metal frame. 	More of JO's right shirt cuff 

is visible and it is slightly higher - a little more black coat 

visible between cuff and edge of car - than in f.227. Thus hat, 

hand, and sh in cuff have risen up slightly, and have also moved 

slightly backwards and/Or to (his) right. 

Line down left side (i.p.) of JC's head is still to left 

(i.p.) of line down left (i.p.) of JK's head. 	(Compare this 

slight, if any, movement of line dorm left side (i.p.) of JO's 

head/ 
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head in relation to line down left side (i.p.) o
f JK's head 

between f.223 and f.228 with the movement of the
 line down left 

side (i.p.) of Kellerman's head in relation to li
ne down left 

side (i.p.) of Mrs. Connally's head between f.22
3 and f.228 - 

line down Kellerman's head has moved from slightl
y left of line 

down Mrs. Connally's head in f.223 to slightly t
o right of it in 

f.228. This movement in relations of Kellerman 
and Mrs. Connally 

is due to the movement of the car (there being l
ittle movement 

by either Kellerman or Mrs. Connally) - the lack
 of movement of 

JC's head in relation to JK's head is partially 
explained by 

JC's head turning to (his)• left but also by JC's
 head tilting to 

(his) right.) 

All of the points indicate that JC has turned fu
rther to 

his Ieft-than in f.227; and is now facing to (
his) left of straight 

forwards. His body has rotated further to (his)
 left, left 

shoulder going back, right shoulder going forward
s (and downwards). 

The shortened length of both shoulders, and the 
horizontal 

nature of th e sunlit areas at (his) right shoul
der, indicate 

that JC is approaching a side-on position to cam
era - tip of 

right shoulder is just to left (i.p.) of line do
wn left side 

(i.p.) of JO's head. 	JC's hat and (his) right hand 
have risen 

slightly further and have moved slightly backwar
ds and/or to 

JC's right. 

In f.229: 

There is very little change in JC's head fram f.
228 - JO 

is still facing to (his) left of straight forwar
ds just slightly 

to (his) right of his position in f.228 (e.g. is
 turned slightly 

less to (his) left than in f.228) - shadow line 
down face is 

just slightly nearer to midline than f.223, is ne
arer to his 

right eye; slightly less of curvature below (his
) right side of 

chin/ 
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chin than in f.228, and his nose is less pronounced in profile 

than in f.228. 	JO's head is not so tilted back as in f.228; 

and chin is further to left (i.p.) of metal frame than in f.228 -

chin has moved back and/or to (his) right (from f.222 to f.228 

his chin moved nearer to metal frame - now reverse action taking 

place). 

Slightly more of JC's right collar is visible than in f.228 - 

Partially due to (his) right hand moving down, obscuring less of 

collar. 	Left collar is not visible. 	Sunlit areas at right 

shoulder are presenting a similar image to that in f.228 - still 

almost horizontally aligned. 	These points indicate that JC's 

body is still near to side-on to camera. 

Angulation of line across shoulders has nor; decreased slightly 

to line of edge of car from f.228. 	Tip of JO's left shoulder 

is now just obscured by metal frame - has thus moved to right 

(i.p.) - e.g. has moved forwards of position in f.22S. 	It is 

at same height as in f.228 - still just above level of Mrs. 

Connally's right shoulder. 	Slightly more length of SC's left 

shoulder is visible than in f.228. Line down JO's left arm is 

still obscured by JO's hat (shadow down hat gives false impression 

of JC's left arm) thus cannot judge the amount of JK's left arm 

to right (i.p.) of JC's left arm (horizontal line from tip of 

left shoulder to right edge (i.p.) of JK's left arm is less than 

in f.228) and cannot measure ancralation of line down JC's. left 

arm. 	These points indicate• that JO's left shoulder has moved 

slightly forwards from its position in f.223. 

Length of JO's right shoulder has increased just slightly 

from f.228. 	Same amount of roses are visible as in f.228. 

Tip of JK's right elbow is just visible. 	Tip of (his) right 

shoulder/ • 
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shoulder is slightly nearer to edge of car t
han in f.228.-  The 

points indicate that there is very little ch
ange in the position 

of JC's right shoulder, only a slight moveme
nt downwards and 

backwards and/or to JC's right. 

JC's hat has moved downwards and to right (i
.p.) from f.228 -

its top edge is now just below level of Mrs.
 Connally's right 

shoulder; and the whiter part (in sunlight) 
is now extending 

about halfway from metal strip to metal fram
e (in.f.228 it 

extended halfway from metal frame to metal s
trip - reverse of 

situation in f.229). More of line down =
I s left arm is visible 

than in f.228 - hat is obscuring less of it.
 	These points 

indicate that the top of his hat has moved d
ownwards, forwards 

and/or to JC's left. 

JC's right hand'is (now clearly discernible)
 visible just 

below his chin. The metal frame is between 
hand and camera, 

but much more of hand is visible to left (i.
p.) of metal frame 

than to right (i.p.) of it. 	Hand is low
er than in f.228 - is 

obscuring less of right collar and now black
 coat is visible 

between chin and hand. Less of right shirt 
cuff is visible 

than in f.228, and it is slightly lower th a
n in f.228 - less 

black coat visible between cuff and edge of
 car. Right hand 

and shirt cuff have thus moved downwards sli
ghtly. 

Line down left side (i.p.) of JC's head is s
till to left 

(i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's
 head. 

• All the points of reference seem to indic
ate very little 

change in JC's position between f.228 and f.
229. 	He has turned 

• fractionally to (his) right (he has clearly
 stopped turning to 

(his) left); his left shoulder has moved fo
rwards, his right 

shoulder has moved slightly downwards, and b
ackwards and/or to 

JO's right. 	His body appears to be rotatin
g to (his) right. 

His/ 
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His right hand and his hat have moved slightly down
wards. 

In.f.230: 

JC is still facing to (his) left of camera; - is f
acing 

slightly less to (his) left than in f.229 (e.g. he 
has turned__ 

fractionally to (his) right of position in f.229) -
 the shadow 

line down his face is nearer to midline than in f.2
29, is now 

encroaching upon his right eye. Less of his right
 cheek is 

visible in sunlight, and less of curvature below ri
ght side of 

chin, than in f.229. Nose is less discernible in 
profile than 

in f.229. 	Right ear is still discernible. 	He
ad is'tilted 

slightly less backwards than in f.229; and is now 
almost vertical 

- chin is slightly further from metal frame than in
 f.229, more 

black coat between chin and metal frame. 

Slightly more of (his) right shirt collar is visibl
e than 

in f.229. 	Sunlit areas at JC's right shoulde
r are still visible, 

but are smaller than in f.229 and do not extend as 
far to right 

(i,p.) as in f.229. 	This indicates that JC's righ
t shoulder is 

moving backwards. 

Angulation of line across his shoulders is same as 
in f.229. 

Tip of (his) left shoulder is obscured by metal fra
me - thus it 

has moved slightly forwards from f.229 (if (his) le
ft shoulder 

was stationary tip of it would move back, e.g. to l
eft (i.p.), 

from metal frame as film progresses frame by fram
e). Tip of 

(his) left shoulder is at same height as in f.229 -
 just above 

level of tip of Lars. Connally's right shoulder. 	L
ength of JO's 

left shoulder is slightly greater than in f.229. 	
Cannot compare 

amount of JK's left arm visible to right (i.p.) of 
JC's left arm 

with that in f.229 due to hat obscuring view in f.2
29, but 

horizontal distance from tin of JC's left shoulder 
to right edge 

(i.p.) of JK's left arm is less than in f.229. 	Ca
n now measure 

angulation/ 
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angulation of line down JC's left arm but cannot compare
 with 

f.229 due to. hat obscuring most of line from view in f.2
29. 

These points indicate that JC's left shoulder has moved 
forwards 

from f.229. 

Length of JC's right shoulder is slightly greeter than i
n 

f.229. Tip of right shoulder is slightly nearer to edge
 of car 

than in f.229 and it is slightly to left (i.p.) of positi
on in 

f.229 slightly less of roses visible than in f.229. 	
JK's 

right elbow is just visible. 	These points indicate tha
t JC's 

right shoulder has moved slightly downwards, backwards a
nd/or 

to (his) right of its position in f.229. 

JC's hat is now quite clearly discernible - the brim of 
hat 

is visible, line of brim is approximately parallel to li
ne of 

edge of car; brim is just below level of JC's chin and j
ust 

above level of tip of Kellerman's right shoulder, and it 
extends 

from metal frame to metal strip. 	The top of the het is
 visible, 

just above edge of car to right (i.p.) and below the fing
ers of 

(his) right hand, to right (i.p.) of metal frame. 	The 
part of 

the hat between top and brim is in shadow. Top edge of 
hat is 

lower than in f.229 - is. now well below tin of Mrs. Conn
ally's 

right shoulder and just below level of JC's chin. 	JO's ri
ght 

hand is lower than in f.229 - more black coat between han
d and 

chin. Metal frame is still between hand and camera - st
ill more 

of hand is to left (i.p.) of metal frame than to right (
i.p.) 

of it. Top edge of hand is lower than in f.229 in relat
ion to 

(his) right shirt collar - was well above level of botto
m of 

collar in f.229, is now just above this level of bottom o
f collar. 

Less of (his) right shirt cuff is visible than in f.229,
 plamimm 

bu - less black coat between cuff and edge of car - and i
s beginning 

to be obscured by edge of car. 	These points indicate t
hat (his) 

right/ 
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right hand has moved downwards from f.229. The hat appears to 

have rotated - top of hat visible in previous frames has moved 

down and left (i.p.), brim is clearly visible for first time - ; 

thus hat has rotated over into a more vertical position - e.g. 

brim of hat is more vertically aligned, with.top of hat to (his) 

right or right front of brim. 

Line down left side (i.p.).of JO's head is now just slightly 

to left (i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head. 

These points indicate that there has been a more marked 

change in position between f.229 and f.230 than there was between 

f.228 and f.229 - JC has turned slightly more to (his) right of 

his position in f.229 and is now facing just slightly to (his) 

left of straight forwards. His body has rotated more to (his) 

right - his right shoulder is moving down and backwards, (his) 

left shoulder is moving forwards. His left shoulder is higher 

than his ItiAlt shoulder indicating his body is tilted to (his) 

right. His right hand has moved downwards and the hat, which 

is also lower than in f.229, has rotated so that the brim is in 

a more vertical position. 

In f.231: 

JC has turned slightly more to (his) right of position in 

f.230 - shadow line down his face is nearer midline, is now 

encroaching well into (his) right eye; less of cheek is in 

sunlight than in f.230. 	Shadow of nose is nearer to shadow 

side of face. 	Less of curvature below (his) right side of chin 
4 

is visible than in f.230. 	Head now appears to be tilted slightly 1 

further from metal frame than in f.230, slightly more black coat 

between chin and metal fraMe; but top of JO's head on right 

side .(i.p.) is obscuring more of JK's hair and more of JK's left 

blue/ 
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blue collar than in f.230. 

Same amount of JC's right shirt collar is visible (
perhaps 

a little less, - due to Ols)right hand obscuring a 
little of it) 

as in f.230. 	Left collar is still not visible, an
d tie not 

discernible. 	Sunlit areas at JC's right shoulder ar
e only vaguely 

visible, less visible than in f.230 and do not exte
nd as much to 

right (i.p.) as in f.230. 

Angulation of line across shoulders has slightly de
creased 

to line of edge of car from f.230. 	Tip of (hi
s) left shoulder 

is still obscured by metal frame and is at sameLas 
in f.230. 

Length of (his) left shoulder has slightly increase
d from f.230, 

and less of JK's left arm is visible to right (i.p.
) of JC's 

left arm than in 1.230. Angulation of line down J
C's left arm 

is less, to line of edge of car than in 1.230. 	The
se points• 

indicate that JC's left shoulder has moved forward
s; and JO's 

body is tilting to (his) right and/or JO's left elb
ow is moving 

upwards and/or forwards. 

Length of JO's right shoulder has increased slig
htly from 

f.230. 	Tip of (his) right shoulder is slightly near
er to edge 

of car and is to left (i.p.) of its position in 1.2
30 - much less 

of roses visible, now virtually obscured by JC's ri
ght shoulder, 

than in 1.230. 	Less of JK's right elbow is visibl
e than in 

f.230. 	These points indicate that JC's right shoulder 
has moved 

downwards, and backwards and/or to JO's right from 
1.230. 

-Jas hat is now clearly rotating: less of hat is 
visible 

than in 1.230, line of brim is no longer parallel t
o line of edge 

of car and is now making a quite definite angle to 
line of edge 

of car - highest part of brim (that part at extreme
 left (i.p.) 

of glass panel, just to right (i.p.) of metal frame
) is at just a 

slightly/ 
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slightly higher position than in f
.230. 	The lowest, most forward

, 

part of brim (that part at extreme
 right (i.p.) of glass panel, 

just to left (i.p.) of metal strip
) is now just above junction 

of edge of car and metal strip. 	
Thus the most forward part of 

brim has moved downwards and/or to
 JO's right and/or backwards -

e.g. it has rotated over more into
 a vertical position and front 

edge is moving round to JO's righ
t, more so than back edge. Part 

of brim may be visible just below 
JO's right hand, juit above 

edge of car and to left (i.p.) of 
metal frame. 	Top of hot is 

not now visible, a further indicat
ion that the hat is rotating 

(putting top of hat into shadow);
 and.hat is moving downwards 

and to JO's right - thus top of h
at moving out of view. And 

more of JO's left arm is visible t
o right (i.p.) of hat, this 

also indicates rotation of hat and
 the movement to JC's right 

and/or backwards. 

Much more of JO's right hand is v
isible to left(i.p.) of 

metal frame than in f.230 and less
 of hand is visible to right 

(i.p.) of metal frame than in f.23
0. 	Shadow line down (his) 

right hand is now to left (i.p.) o
f extreme right (i.p.) point 

of SC's right shirt collar, was to
 right (i.p.) of this point in 

f.230. Hand is lower than in f.23
0 - top edge of hand is now 

at level of bottom edge of JC's ri
ght collar, and bottom edge 

of hand is nearer to edge of car t
han in f.230. 	Less of JC's 

right shirt cuff is visible than i
n f.230 - is now virtually no 

black coat between it and edge of 
car, and some of cuff is obscured 

by edge of car. 	Shirt cuff is fu
rther to left (i.p.) of metal 

frame than in f.230. 	These points
 indicate that (his) right 

hand has moved downwards, and to (
his) right and/or backwards 

from f.230. 

Line down left side (i.p.) of JO's
 head is now virtually in 

line/ 
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line with, fractionally to left (i.p.) of, line down left side 

(i.p.) of JK's head. 

All of these points indicate that JC has turned further to 

(his) right from f.230. He is facing straight forward or -- 

fractionally to (his) left of straight forward. 	His head has 

tilted slightly forwards. 	His body has turned more to (his) 

right than has his head - his right shoulder has moved back and 

down, left- shoulder has moved forwards. His body appears to be 

tilting to (his) right. His right hand is moving downwards, 

And backwards and/or to (his) right; his hat is rotating over 

and round and is moving backwards and/or to (his) right. 

In f.232: 

JO is still facing approximately straight forward; is facing 

just slightly more to (his) right than in f.231 - shadow line 

down face is just slightly nearer midline, shadow of nose is now 

just merging with shadow side of face, and curvature of (his) 

left -6W-6-of his chin is now visible. 	His head is tilted forwards 

as in f.231. 

More of JC's right shirt collar is visible than in f.231. 

Tie is not really discernible, and left collar is not visible. 

Sunlit areas at right shoulder are not visible. Angulation of 

line down inside of (his) right lapel has increased to line of 

edge of car from f.231. 

Angulation of line across shoulders is same to line of edge 

of car as in f.231. 	Tip of (his) left shoulder is still obscured 

by metal frame, and is at same height as in f.231. 	Length of 

(his) left shoulder visible is slightly less than in f.231 - due 

to turning of head; (his) left side of face, below nose is now 

visible. 	Same amount of JK's left arm is visible to right (i.p.) 

of JC's left arm. 	Angulation of line down JC's left rrm is 

slightly/ 
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slightly less to line of edge of car than in f.231. 	These 

points indicate that JO's left shoulder'is moving forwards; and 

that (his) left elbow is moving forwards and/or upwards and/or 

JO's body is tilting to. (his) right. 

Length of JC's right shoulder is greeter than in f.231. 

Tip of (his) right shoulder is nearer to edge of car and further 

to left (i.p.) than in f.231 - virtually none of roses are visible 

to left (i.p.) of JC's right shoulder, less than in f.231. 	Tip 

of JC's right shoulder is now to left (i.p.) of line down JK's 

right arm. 	JK's right elbow is not now visible. 	Line down 

JK's right arm, as it has been from f.222, is vertical (virtually 

parallel to line down edge of road sign) and is making same angle 

to line across back seat as it has been from f.222. 	These 

points indicate that JO's right shoulder has moved downwards, 

and backwards and/or to (his) right, as do the above mentioned 

points about his right collar, inner lapel line, and disappearance 

of sunlit areas at (his) shoulder. 

Less of hat is visible than in f.231; angulation of line 

of brim is less to line of edge of car than in 1.231. 	Highest 

part of brim is lower than in f.231 - is now below level of tip 

of Kellerman's right shoulder. 	Lowest part of brim is lower 

than in 1.231 - is nearer to edge of car and further below level 

of tip of Kellerman's right shoulder. 	More of JO's left arm is 

visible to right (i.p.) of brim of hat than in f.231. 	A little 

of brim of JO's hat is visible below JC's hand, above edge of car, 

and it is more to left (i.p.) of metal frame than in 1.231. 

These points indicate that the hat is still rotating and is moving 

downwards, and back and/or to (his) right. 

All of JO's right hand that is visible is to left (i.p.) of 

metal/ 
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metal frame - none to right (i.p:) of it - and it is lowe
r than 

in f.231, slightly more black coat between hand and chi
n, Less 

of right shirt cuff is visible almost all of it is obsc
ured 

below edge of car - than in f.231. 	These points indicat
e that 

JC's right hand is moving down and back .and/or to JO's ri
ght.--  

Line down left side (i.p.) of JO's head is now in line wi
th 

line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head. 

These points indicate that JC has turned slightly to (his
) 

right from f.231. 	His body has totated further to (his) r
ight, 

right shoulder moving back and down, left shoulder moving
 forward. 

And hi&-Uody is tilting to (his) right. • JC's right h
and is 

moving down and back. His hat is moving down, and back 
and/or 

to (his) right, and is rotating further over and round (e
.g. top 

of hat is going down, back, and to JO's right). 

In f.233: 

JO is still facing straight forwards (or slightly to (his
) 

left of straight forwards), but has turned fractionally m
ore to 

(his) right from f.232 - shadow line down face is slightl
y nearer 

to midline, very little of (his) right cheek is in sunlig
ht, nose 

shadow is merged into shadow 'side of face, less of curvat
ure below 

(his) right side of chin is visible than in f.232. 	Left s
ide 

of chin is less curved than in f.232 - face tending to nar
row .and 

elongate. below nose. 	Head is tilted less forwards than in 
f.232. 

lore of his right shirt collar is visible than in f.232. 

Tie is not clearly discernible and left collar is not vis
ible. 

Sunlit areas at (his) right shoulder are not visible. 	Anga
lation 

of (his) right inner lapel line is greater to line of edg
e of car 

than in f.232. 	These points indicate that JC's right shoulde
r 

is moving back and to JC's right. 

Angulation/ 
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Angulation of line across shoulders is slightly less to 

line of edge of car than in f.232. 	Tip of (his) left shoulder 

is still obscured by metal frame, is just slightly lower than in 

f.232 - now just below level of Mrs. Connally's right,shoulder. 

Length of JC's left shoulder is'slightly greater than in f.232 

(due to turning of head to (his) right, elongation of his face, 

as•well as (his) left shoulder moving forwards as JC rotates to 

(his) right). 	Less of JK's arm is visible to right (i.p.) of 

JC's left arm than in f.232. Angulation of line down JC's left 

arm is less to line of edge of car than in f.232. 	These points 

indicate that JO's left shoulder is moving forwards, with his 

body tilting to (his) right and/or his left arm (and elbow) is 

rising up and forwards. 

Length of (his) right shoulder is slightly greater than in 

f.232. 	Tip of (his) right shoulder is nearer to edge of car 

and further to left (i.p.) than in .f.232 - none of roses visible 

to left (i.p.) of JO's right shoulder. 	Line down JK's right arm 

is not as near vertical as in f.232 (and previously), it is now 

making less of an angle to line across back seat than in f.232. 

Even so JC's right shoulder is still obscuring JK's right elbow. 

These points indicate that JO's right shoulder is still.moving 

down, back and/or to JO's right. 

Less of JO's het is visible than in f.232; angul'tion of 

line of brim of hat is much greater to line of edge of car. 

Highest part of hat is lower than in f.232 - is much nearer to 

edge of car and is further below level of tin of Kellerman's 

right shoulder. 	Lowest part of brim visible is not now on 

extreme right (i.p.) of glass panel - it is rbout halfway from 

metal frame to metal strip, is thus further to left (i.p.) than au 
in f.232. 	lore of JC's left arm is visible to right (i.p.)bthan 

in f.232. 	A little of JO's hat is still visible below JO's 

right/ 
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right hand, and it is to left (i.p.) of position in f.232. 	These
 

points indicate that JC's hat has moved down and back and/or 

to (his) right. 	It is still rotating - front edge. of brim mo
ving 

to (his) right faster than back edge. 

Less of (his) right hand is visible than in f.232 - a li
ttle 

of it is obscured below edge of car. 	Hand is lower - More bla
ck 

coat between top edge of hand and his chin - than in f.232. 

Hand is also to left (i.p.) of position in f.232 - a small black -

area is visible to right (i.p.) of hand and to left (i.p.) of 

metal frame, just above edge of car. 	Less of JO's right shirt 

cuff is visible than in f.232, there is now very little visible 

above the edge of the car. 	These points indicate that JC's 

hand is moving down, and back and/or to. (his) right. 

Line down left side (i.p.) of JC's head is in same position 

as in f.232 in relation to line down left side (i.p.) of JK's 

head - is in line with it. 

Less of JK's left blue collar is visible than in f.232. 

These points indicate that JC has turned slightly to (his) 

right of position in f.232 and is now facing virtually straight 

forwards. 	His body is turned more to (his) right than in f.232; 

his left shoulder is moving forwards, left arm (and elbow) is 

rising up and/or forwards, and his body is tilting to (his) 

right. 	His right shoulder is moving back, down, and round to 

(his) right. 	His right hand, holding his hat, is moving back
, 

down,, and/or to (his) right. 	The hat is also (still) rotating. 

In f.234: (although this frame is blurred it is still possible 

to discern most of the reference points) 

JCis facing slightly to (his) right of position in_' f.233 

and also is, now, facing slightly to (his) right of straight 

forwards/ 
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forwards — very little of (his) right cheek is in sunlight, there 

is no curvature of shadow below (his)- right side of chin. 	His 

left eye is vaguely discernible. 	(His) left side of his face 

is showing little curvature of chin — indicating face is elongating. 

It is difficult to judge the tilt of his head. 

Lore of JC's right collar is visible than in f.233. 	Tie 

is vaguely discernible — greyish.area just to left (i.p.) of 

(his) left lapel, just above (his) right hand. 	Angulation of 

line down (his) right inner lapel has decreased slightly to line 

of edge of car from f.233. 	These noints indicate that JC is 

still turning to (his) right, the angulation of the inner lapel 

line indicating JO has turned beyond square—on to camera. 

Angulation of line across shoulders is slightly less to line 

of edge of car than in f.233. 	Tip of (his) left shoulder is 

still obScured by metal frame, is at same height as in f.233. 

Length of (his) left shoulder is fractionally less than in f.233, 

and more of JK's left arm is visible to right (i.p.) of JC's 

left arm than in f.233. Anculation of line dorm JC's left arm 

is greater to line of edge of car than in f.233. 	Less of JO's 

left arm is visible to right (i.p.) of his hat, which is itself 

lower, than in f.233. 	All of these points indicate that JC's 

left shoulder has just passed the position of square—on to 

-camera, (his) left elbow (and arm) moving down, and to JC's right 

and/or backwards. 

Length of JC's right shoulder is a little less than in f.233. 

Tip of JC's right shoulder is slightly further from edge of car 

than in f.233; and is to right (i.p.) of its position in f.233, 

red roses at JK's right elbow are now vaguely visible. 	JK's 

right elbow is now visible rising to (her) right; angulation of • 

line/ 
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line down JK's right arm is less to line across b
ack seat than 

in f.233. 	These points indicate that JC's right s
houlder, as 

with his left shoulder, has just passed the posit
ion of scuare-on 

to camera. 	His body ,is still tilting to (his) right. 

Much less of hat is visible, through glass panel
, than in 

f.233; now just brim of hat visible - little or 
none of top side 

of hat in shadow is visible; the brim is much lo
wer than in f.233 -

it now occupies the angle between metal frame an
d edge of car. 

A little of brim is visible to right (i.p.) of J
C's hand, and to 

left (i.p.) of metal frame. 	These points indic
ate that his hat 

has rotated further and has moved down, and to J
C's right and/or 

backwards. 

Less of JO's right hand is visible,uore is obscu
red by edge 

of car, than in f.233, and it is lower than in f
.233 - more black 

coat is visible between top edge of hand and hi
s chin. His 

right hand is to left (i.p.) of its position in 
f.233 - shadow 

line down hand is to left (i.p.) of its position
 in f.233 in 

relation to line down left side (i.p.) of JC's he
ad, and to car. 

door-handle below and to left (i.p.) of JO's rig
ht hand. 	His 

right shirt cuff is now completely obscured belo
w edge of car. 

These points indicate that JO's right hand has m
oved down,and back 

and/or to (his) right. 

Line down left side (i.p.)•of JO's heed is now j
ust slightly 

. to right (i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) o
f JK's head. 	Less 

of JK's left blue collar is visible to right (i.
p.) of JO's head 

than in f.233. 

JO's hair at (his) right rear of his head, is sli
ghtly elevated. 

Elongation of JO's face in this fraMe (see above
) indicates that 

JC's mouth is opening. 

These/ 
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These points indicate that JC has turned slightly to (his) 

• right from f.233. 	His head is now facing straight forwards; 

his body has just passed position of square-on to camera - indic
ated 

especially by the shortening in length of both his shoulders. 

His right shoulder is going back and round to (his) right (this 

movement means JC's right shoulder is now moving away from edge 

of car, and it is, therefore, difficult to judge if the shoulder
 

is moving downwards simply from distance of tip of shoulder to 

edge of car - other factors must also be taken into account in 

assessing downward movement of shoulder. But if the shoulder 

was merely moving away from edge of car with.no downward movemen
t 

one would expect the tip of the shoulder to move further away 

from edge of car in succeeding frames). 	JO's left shoulder is 

still moving forwards despite his body having gone past square-o
n 

position to camera - this indicates that his body has not yet 

reached.side-on position to carte. His left arm is moving to 

JO's right and/or backwards and/or downwards. His body is stil
l 

tilting to '(his) right. 	His right hand and hat are moving down
, 

and back and/or to JC's right. 

In f.235: 

JC is facing to (his) right of straight forward, to (his) 

right of his position in f.234 (his) left eye is now more 

clearly discernible; very little of (his) right cheek is in 

sunlight, less than in f.233 (and f.234); shadow line down face
 

is slightly nearer to midline than in f.234. None of his chin 

is now in sunlight. 	(His) left side of his face to right (i.p.) 

of his nose is just visible, sunlit. 	His head is apparently 

tilted slightly forwards, but this may be due to elongation of 

his face, 

A little less of JC's right shirt collar is visible thah in 

f.234. 	His tie is, again, just discernible, as in f.234. 	Left 

collar/ 
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collar is not visible. 	Angulation of (his) right inner lape
l 

line is slightly increased tee. to line of edge of car f
rom 

f.234. 	These points indicate that JC's right turn is c
ontinuing, 

right shoulder moving round and away from camera (and ed
ge of 

car). 

Angulation of line across shoulders is less to line of e
dge 

of car than in f.234. 	Tip of (his) left shoulder is sti
ll obscured 

by metal frame, and is at same height as in f.234. 	L
ength of 

(his) left shoulder visible has increased slightly from 
f.234 - -

this is due to turning of his head to (his) right and th
e 

.elongation of his face (on (his) left side). 	Slight
ly more 

of JK's left arm is visible to right of JO's left arm tha
n in 

f.234. The angulation of line down JO's left arm is gre
ater to 

line of edge of car than in f.234. 	These points show t
hat JO's 

left shoulder is still moving forwards, and round toward
s camera 

(and edge of car); and that his left arm (and elbow) is
 going 

down and/or backwards and/or to JC's right (nearer to ed
ge of car). 

Length of JO's right shoulder is less than in f.234; ti
p 

of (his) right shoulder is further to right (i.p.) of pos
ition 

in f.234, more roses are visible than in f.234. 	Tip of (h
is) 

right shoulder is about same distance from edge of car a
s in 

f.234. 	JK's right arm has risen- up further to her right; 

angulation of line down arm has decreased to line'across
 back 

seat and her right elbow is clearly visible. 	These poin
ts show 

that JC is still turning to (his) right, has turned furth
er beyond 

square-on position, with his right shoulder moving down, 
back 

and round away from camera (and edge of car). 

Less of JO's hat is visible than in f.234; very little 
is 

visible to right (i.p.) of metal frame, less than in f.3
4. 	Lore 

of hat is visible to left (i.p.) of metal frame than in f
.234. 

Level/ 
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Level of top edge of hat is lower than in f.234 - i
s nearer to 

edge of car, and now well below level of left edge 
(i.p.) of 

handrail. 	These points indicate that JO's het is 
moving down, 

and back and/or to (his) right. 

Less of JC's hand is visible than in f.234 - more o
bscured 

below edge of car; and it is lower - top edge is l
ower than in 

f.234, as with hat, and it is to left (i.p.) of its
 position in 

f.234. 	Shirt cuff is not visible. 	These points 
indicate that 

JC's right hand is moving back, down and/or to (his
) right. 

Line down left side (i.p.) of JC's head is more to 
right 

(i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head t
han in f.234. 

More of JK's left blue collar is visible than in f.
234. 

JO's hair is quite clearly rising up at (his) right
 rear of 

his head. 	JO's face• is more elongated than in f.
234; line down 

(his) left side of face, below his nose, is longer 
and straighter 

than in previous frames - indication of mouth openi
ng. 

These points indicate JC has definitely turned past
 square-on 

to camera position - he is facing more to (his) rig
ht than in 

f.234; his right shoulder is moving down, back and
 away from 

camera; left shoulder is moving forwards, and roun
d towards 

camera, with his body tilting to .(his) right. 	His r
ight hand 

and his hat are moving down, back and/or to JO's 
right. His hair 

is starting to rise up and his mouth is beginning t
o open. 

In f.236: 

JO is facing more.to (his) right of straight forwar
ds than 

in f.235 (he is still facing to (his) left of camer
a) - more of 

(his) left cheek is visible, in sunlight; his left
 eye is clearly 

visible. 	Less of (his) right cheek is in sunlight, 
shadow line 

down/ 
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down face is nearer to midline, than in f.235. 	His head appears 

to be tilted forwards, but, again, this may be due to elongation 

of his face. 

Slightly less of (his) right shirt collar is visible than- 

in f.235. 	The grey of his tie is still discernible. 	Left 

collar is not visible. Angulation of (his) right inner lapel 

line is greater to line of edge of car than in f.235. 	These points 

indicate that JC's right shoulder is still moving round away from 

camera.. 

Angulation of line across shoulders is same to line of edge 

of car as in f.235. 	Tip of JO's left shoulder is still obscured 

by metal frame, and is slightly higher than in f.235 - is slightly 

nearer to level of Mrs. Connally's right shoulder. 	Length of 

(his) 	shoulder has increased just Slightly from f.235. 

Just slightly more of JK's left arm is visible to right (i.p.) 

of JC's left arm than in f.235. 	Angulation of line down JO's 

left arm has increased to line of edge of car. 	These points 

indicate that JO's left shoulder is still moving forwards and 

round towards camera; and that (his) left arm ( and elbow) is 

moving down and/or back and/or to (his) right. 

Length of JO's right, shoulder has decreased slightly from 

f.235. Tip of (his) right shoulder is slightly further from 

edge of car than in f.235 and is to right (i.p.) of its position 

in f.235. 	More of roses are visible than in f.235. 	(line down 

JK's right arm is angled less to line across back seat and more 

of her right elbow is visible than in f.235). 	These points 

indicate that JC's right shouder is still moving round away from 

camera. 

None of JO's hat is visible through glass panel. 	The small 

amount/ 
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amount of hat visible is just above edge of car to left (i.p.) 

of metal frame. 	It is lover than in f.235 - more black coat 

between hat and chin - and no hand is visible between hat and 

edge of car. 	Less of (his) right hand. is visible than in f.235, 

it is lover - more black between hand and chin -, and it is to 

left (i.p.) of its position in f.235 - more to left (i.p.) of metal 

frame and hat is now visible between hand and metal frame. 

These points indicate that JC's hat and (his) right hand are 

moving down, back and/or to JC's right. 

Line down left side (i.p.) of JO's head is still to right 

.(i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head, but slightly 

less so than in f.235. 	More of JK's left blue collar is visible 

than in f.235. 

JC's hair has risen up more at (his) right rear of his head 

from f.235. 	JC's face is more elongated than in f.235 - (his) 

left side of face, below nose, is longer - an mouth is discernibly 

open - is the dark brown area below his nose. 

These points indicate that JC has turned further to (his) 

right from f.235. 	His right shoulder is moving back round, 

away from camera, (and down); his left shoulder is moving forwards, 

and round towards camera, (and up), with his left arm (and elbow) 

moving down and/or back and/or to (his) right. He is facing to 

(his) right of straight forward, and his body is tilting to (his) 

right (this is indicated by more of JK's left blue collar being 

visible). 	His hat and (his) right hand are moving down, back 

and/or to (his) right. 

In f.237: 

JC is facing more to (his) right of straight forwards than 

in f.236, still facing to (his) left of camera, - less of (his) 

right/ 
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right cheek is sunlit, more of (his) left cheek is visible, than 

in f.236. 	His left 'eye is more clearly visible than in f.236. 

His head is tilted to (his) right. 

Slightly less of JC's right shirt collar is visible than in 

f.236. 	His grey tie is clearly visible, more so than previously
. 

His left collar is not visible. 

Angulation of line across shoulders is slightly less to line 

of edge of car than in f.236. 	Tip of JO's left shoulder is 

still obscured by metal frame, and is at same height as in f.236. 

Length.of JO's left shoulder has increased slightly from f.236 

(due to: JC's head turning to (his) right, falling to (his) 

right, and face elongating). Same amount of JK's left arm is visible
 

to right (i.p.) of JC's left arm as in f.236. 	Angulation of line
 

down JO's left arm has increased slightly to line of edge of car 

from f.236. 	These.points indicate that JC's left shoulder is 

still moving forwards and round towards camera, left arm and 

elbow moving back and/or to (his) right and/or down. His body 

is still tilting to (his) right. 

Length of JO's right shoulder has decreased from f.236. 

Tin of (his) right shoulder is about same distance from edge of 

car as in f.236, but is more to 'right (i.p.), more roses are 

visible than in f.236. 	(JK's right hand (white glove) is now 

visible; almost all of her right arm is visible). 	These points 

indicate that JO's right shoulder is moving down and back round 

away from camera. 

A little less of JO's hat is visible above edge of car and 

it is slightly lower than ih £.236. 	And a little less of (his) 

right .hand is visible than in f.236. 	These 7)oints indicate 

that hat and (his) right hand are moving downwards (and back and/or 

to (his) right). 

Line/ 



Line down left side (i.p.) of JC's head is now just to 

left (i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head. 	A 

little more of JK's left blue collar is visible than in f.236. 

These points indicate that JC is falling to (his) right. 

JO's hair is more clearly risen up than in f.236. 	His 

face is quite definitely elongated, with his mouth clearly open.
 

These points indicate that JC is still turning to (his) 

right — he has turned more to (his) right than in f.236; he 

is still -facing to (his) left of camera, but well to (his) right 

of straightforward. His right shoulder is moving down, back an
d 

round away from camera (and edge of car), his left shoulder is 

moving forwards and round towards camera. His body and head 

are tilting (and falling) to. (his) right. 	His hat and right 

hand have moved only slightly downwards from f.236. His mouth 

is open and his hair at right rear of his head has risen up. 

In f.238: 

JC is facing more to (his) right of straight forward than 

in f.237 — there is now just a slight amount of (his) right chee
k 

in sunlight, less then in f.237; shadow line down face is 

nearer to midline; more of (his) left side of his face is visib
le, 

and nose and left eye are nearer to centre of facial jar.ge, then
 

in f.237. 	His head is tilted more to (his) right than in f.237. 

Less of JO's right shirt collar is visible than in f.237. 

Grey of his tie is still discernible; but no left collar visibl
e -

due to left lapel of coat obscuring it. 

Anguletion of line across shouYers is just slightly more 

to line of edge of car than in f.237. 	Tip of JC's left shoulde
r 

is still obscured by metal frame, and it.is at same heifat as in
 

f.237. 	Length of (his) left shoulder is crrenter than in.f.237 
- 

due/ 
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due to his head turning to (his) right. 	Same amount of JK's 

left arm is visible to right (i.p.) of JC's left arm as in f.237. 

Angulation of line down JC's left arm is just slightly greater 

to line of edge of car than in f.237. 	These points indicate 

that JC's left shoulder is still moving forwards and round 

towards camera. 

Length of JO's right shoulder is same as in f.237. 	Tip of 

his right shoulder is just slightly nearer to edge of car than 

in f.237 and is more to right (i.p.) of position in f.237 - 

more of roses visible. 	(JK's right arm is fully visible, a 

little of her right hand is still'obscured). 	These points 

indicate that JO's right shoulder has moved slightly down, back 

and round away from camera. 

A little less of hat and (his) right hand are visible above 

edge of car than in f.237. There is now a small amount of black 

coat visible between hat and metal frame. 	These points indicate 

that JC's hat and right hand have moved very slightly down and 

back. 

Line down left side (i.p.) of JC's head is slightly more to 

left (i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head than in 

f.237. 	Slightly more of JK's left blue collar is visible than 

in f.237. 	These points indicate that JO is falling to (his) 

right. 

JC's hair has risen even more from his head than in f.237. 

JC's mouth is still open, but the horizontal shadow from mouth 

to right edge (i.p.) of (his) left cheek and the profile down 

right side (i.p.) of his face indicate that his left cheek is 

puffed out (due to air being forced out rapidly). 

These points indicate that JC has turned. just sliFhtly 

further/ 



further to (his) right from f.237. 	He is facing further to (his) 

right of straight forward; body turned just slightly more round 

to (his) right; his right shoulder going down and back round 

away from camera, his left shoulder moving forwards, with his body 

tilting and falling to (his) right. 	His hat and his right hffrid 

have moved very slightly down and back. His hair has risen up 

further, and - his mouth open, his cheeks puffed out. 

In f.239: 

JC is facing more to (his) right than in f.238 -, is now 

facing only just to (his) left of camera - the shadow line down 

his face is almost at midline, with only a tiny amount of (his) 

right cheek in sunlight. 	More of (his) left side of his face 

is visible than in f.238. 	His head is tilted to (his) right, 

more so than in f.238. 

Less of (his) right shirt collar is visible than in f.238, 

as it moves round behind his head and neck as he continued his 

right turn. 	Tie is still discernible, but no left collar is 

visible. 

Angulation of line across shoulders is slightly greater to 

line of edge of car than in f.238. 	Tip of (his) left shoulder 

is still obscured by metal frame, and is just slightly higher, 

relative to level of Mrs. Connally's right shoulder, than in 

f.238. 	Length of (his) left shoulder is same as in f.238 - his 

head is still turning to (his) right, but now left shoulder (and 

arm) is about side-on to straight forwards (there is a lightish 

area .down JO's left arm - sunlit area). Angulation of line down 

JC's left arm is slightly less to line of edge of car than in 

f.238. 	Slightly less of JK's left arm is visible to right (i.p.) 

of JC's left arm. 	These points. indicate that JC's left shoulder 

has moved very slightly forwards and round towards camera, in 
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continuing the turn; shoulder and arm are now approximately side-on 

to straight forwards, his body tilted to (his) right. 	His body 

may also be falling slightly back towards Yrs. Connally. 

Length of JC's right shoulder is slightly less than in f.238. 

Tip of (his) right shoulder is slightly further from edge of car 

and to right (i.p.) of its position in f.238. 	Slightly more 

roses are visible than in f.238. 	These points indicate that 

JO's right shoulder is moving back round away from camera (and 

down); 

Same amounts of hat and JC's right hand are visible as in 

f.238. And are in virtually the same position. 

Line down left side (i.p.) of JO's head is slightly less to 

the left (i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head than 

in f.238. 	Slightly more of JK's left blue collar is visible 

than in f.238. 	These points indicate that JC is still falling 

to (hi's) right, but is now starting to fall back slightly. 

JO's hair is risen away from (his) right rear of his head 

to same extent as in f.238. 	JO's mouth is still open, and his 

cheeks are still puffed out, as in f.238. 

These points indicate that JC is still turning slightly to 

(his) right - his right shoulder going back round away from 

camera; his left shoulder coming forwards round towards camera, 

and is now about side-on to straight forwards position. 	He is 

falling to (his) right; and he has fallen slightly back towards 

Mrs. Connally from position in f.238.- 

In f.240: 

JC has turned his head further to (his) right and is now facing 

square-on to camera - shadow line is down midline of face, face 

is/ 



is symmetrical. 	Head is tilted to (his) right. 

Less of (his) right collar is visible than in f.239. 	Tie 

is barely discernible. 	Left collar not visible. 

Angulation of line across shoulders is slightly less to Tine 

of edge of car from f.239. 	Tip of (his) left shoulder is still 

obscured by metal frame, and is a little higher than in f.239. 

Length of JO's left shoulder is just slightly more than in f.239 - 

due to his head turning to (his) right. 	Slightly less of JK's 

left arm is visible to right (i.p.) of JO's left arm. 	Angulation 

of line down his left arm is slightly greater than in f.239. 

The sunlit area down his left arm is just visible, as in f.239. 

These points indicate that JC's left shoulder and arm are falling 

back towards Mrs. Connally. 

Length of JO's right shoulder is same as in f.239. 	Tip 

of (his) right shoulder is same distance from edge of car as in 

f.239, but is more to right (i.p.) of position in f.239. 	More 

roses are visible than in f.239. 	These points indicate that 

JC's right shoulder is moving down, back, and away from edge of 

car (away from camera, towards Mrs. Connally). 

Slightly more of JC's hat and right hand are visible above 

edge of car than in f.239, indicating movement upwards and/or 

back away from edge of car. 

Line dorm left side (i.p.) of JO's head is still to left 

(i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head. 	Same amount 

of JK's left blue collar is visible as in f.239. 	JO's head is 

still turning and falling to (his) right, but is also falling 

back slightly. 

JC's hair is risen up, but a little less so than in 1.239. 

His mouth is less widely open than•nreviously and his cheeks do 

not/ 



not appear to be puffed out. 	The contour of his face indicates 

that it is not so elongated as  previously. 

These points indicate that JO has turned his head. to (his) 

right from f.239, and is now facing the camera. 	His body ha-s- 

almost stopped rotating and is falling back towards Mrs. Connally. 

JC's head is still tilted to (his) right, but now is also slightly 

tilted back. 	His body is also tilting back; the greater amount 

of hat and (his) right hand visible also indicate this fall 

back away from edge of car. 

f.241.is blurred, but some of the reference points are useable:- - 

JO is facing to (his) right of position in f.240, and is 

now facing to (his) right of. camera. 	Sunlit side of nose is 

protruding into shadow side of face. 	His left ear is now visible. 

His head is tilted to (his) right and also back towards Yrs. 

Connally. 

JC's tie, and right and left shirt collar are only vaguely 

visible due to the blurring. 

The blurring makes measurement of the angulation across 

JC's shoulders difficult, but it appears roughly the same as in 

f.240. 	Tip of (his) left shoulder is still obscured by metal 

frame. 	Length of his left shoulder appears. to have increased 

slightly from f.240. 	.7E1 s left arm is now almost completely 

obscured by JC's left arm. 	Length of (his) right shoulder is 

difficult to judge, as is Position of tip of (his) right shoulder. 

About same amount of roses are visible as in f.240. 	More of 

his right hand and hat are visible than in f.240. 	Line down 

left side (i.p.) of JO's head is just to left (i.p.) of line 

. down left side (i.p.) of JK's head. 	Less of JK's left blue 

collar is visible than in f.240. 	It is difficult to judge if 

his/ 



his hair is still up, but his mouth still appears open. 

These points indicate that JC is.still turning his heed to 

(his) right; his body and head are tilted to (his) right, but 

are falling back towards Mrs. Connally. 

In f.242: 

JC is facing well to (his) right of camera - sunlit nose 

protruding more into shadow side of face; his left ear is 

clearly visible; shadow line down face is to (his) left of 

mid line. 

Very little of (his) right collar is visible, less than 

in f.240. 	Tie is clearly discernible between right and left collars. 

Left collar is now just visible. 	Angulation of line across 

shoulders is similar to that in f.240. 	Tip of (his) left 

shoulder is still dbscured by metal frame, and is higher than 

in f.240, relative to Mrs. Connally's right shoulder. 	Length 

of (his) left shoulder is slightly greater than in f.241. 	JK's 

left arm is now completely obscured by JO's left arm. 	Sunlit 

area down JC's left arm is visible. 

Length of (his) right shoulder is same as in f.240; tip 

of (his) shoulder is slightly further from edge, of car than in 

f.240. 	Same amount of roses are visible as in f.241. 	:.:ore 

of JC's hat and right hand are visible than in f.241. 	His 

right shirt cuff is now just visible again above edge of car. 

Line down left side (i.p.) of JO's head is still just to left 

(i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head. 	Slightly 

less of JK's left blue collar is visible than in f'.241. 	JC's 

mouth is still open, and his hair still slightly risen from his 

head at (his) right side. 

These points indicate that JC is still turning to (his) 

right./ 
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His head and body are tilting to (his) right and back towards Mr
s. 

Connally. 

In f.243: 

JC is turned slightly further •to (his) right than in f.242- 

shadow appearing under (his) left eye. 	His right eye is hardly 

discernible; shadow line down fate is well to (his) left of 

midline. 	His head is tilted to (his) right and is tilted more
 

back towards Mrs. Connally than in f.242. 

Less of (his) right collar is visible than in f.242 - now 

almost obscured completely. 	Tie is visible, and more of (h
is) 

left collar is visible than in f.242. 	Angulation of line acro
ss 

shoulders is slightly less to edge of car than in f.242. 	Ti
p 

of (his) left shoulder is still obscured by metal frame, at 

same height as in f.242. Length of (his) left shoulder is sam
e 

as in f.242. 	Sunlit area down .(his) left arm is visible. 

Length of (his) right shoulder is slightly less than in f.242. 

Tip of (his) right shoulder.is a little further from edge of 

car than in f.242. 	Same amount of roses visible as in f.242
. 

Slightly more of hat, his right hand, and shirt cuff are visible
 

than in f.242. 	Line down left side (i.p.) of JC's head is 
still 

just to left (i.p.) of line down left side (i.p.) of IIK's head. 

JC's mouth is still open; hair still a little raised up. 

These points indicate that JC's head and body are turned 

almost side-on to straight forwards position, tilted to (his) 

right and falling back towards Mrs. Connally. 

In f.244: 

JC is slightly nearer to side-on to straight forwards position 
-

e.g. he is facing almost directly at right angles to direction 

of car's movement. 	He is facing slightly more to (his) right 

than in f.243 - (his) right eye is barely visible; shadow on (
his) 

left/ 
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left cheek is more pronounced than in f.243, and shadow line down 

face is more to (his) left of midline. 	His head is tilted less 

to (his) right than before but is still tilted back. 

His right collar is almost completely obscured. 	Tie is 

visible, as is (his) left collar. 	Angulation of line across 

shoulders is slightly less to line of edge of car than in f.243. 

Tip of (his) left shoulder is still obscured by metal frame. 

Length of (his) left shoulder is same as in f.243. 	Sunlit Part 

of (his) left arm is clearly seen through the glass panel. 

Length of (his) right shoulder is slightly less than in f.243. 

Tip of (his) right shoulder is further from edge of car than in 

f.243. 	Same amount of roses are visible as in f.243. 	Less 

of his hat is visible than in f.243. About same amount of 

(his) right hand and shirt cuff are visible as in f.243. 	Line 

down left side (i.p.) of JC's head is still just to left (i.p.) 

of line down left side (i.p.) of JK's head. 	Less of JK's left 

blue collar is visible than in f.243. ' JO's hair is still slightly 

risen up, and his mouth is still open. 

These points indicate that JO is still falling back towards 

Yrs. Connally. 

To summarise, briefly, the analysis of the movements:- 

On emerging from behind the traffic sign at f.222, JC 

is facing to (his) right and to (his) right of the camera. 	His 

body is also facing to (his) right and slightly to (his) right 

of camera - right shoulder back, left shoulder forwards, His 

hat is in his lap, brim horizontal, to unwards. 	At f.223 JC 

is in almost the same position as in f.222, having turned very 

slightly to (his) left - head is still facing to his right of 

camera but his body is facing fractionally to (his) left of 

sauere-on to camera; both head and body are still facing well 

to/ 
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to (his) right of straightforward. 	His right shoulder is still 

back, left shoulder forwards. 	His hat is still in his lap. 

At f.224 there is a marked change in JC's position from 

f.223. 	Both his head and body have rotated notably to (his) -  

left; his right shoulder has moved forwards and downwards, his 

left shoulder has moved backwards and upwards. His hat has 

moved forward and/or to (his) left.and/or downwards. 	From 

f.224 to f.228 JC continues this sharp leftward turn - left 

shoulder going back and up, right shoulder moving down and 

forwards. 	His hat and (his) right hand, which is holding his 

hat by the brim, move upwards, and backwards and/or to (his) 

right. 	At f.228 JC is facing to (his) left of straight forwards; 

(his) left shoulder is back and higher than (his) right shoulder, 

which is forwards. 	His body is approaching position of side-on 

to camera. 	His hat and right hand at the level of his chin. 

Thus in five frames JC has turned from an almost slunre-on 

position to camera (f.223) to a near side-on position (f.228); 

this is an extremely rapid movement, as can be seen by comparison 

with the speed of turn of Clint Hill's head and the speed of movement 

of JK's right hand. 

At f.228 JC's left turn is at its furthest point, for in 

f.229 he has started his turn to his right. 	In the succeeding 

frames JC's left shoulder forwards, swinging round towards (his 

right) edge of car, and his right shoulder moves back, downwards,. 

and away from camera. 	His body thus tilts to (his) right. 	His 

head does not turn at the same speed as his body - is slower than 

body turning - thus (his) left shoulder approaches his chin. 

The hat rotates, front edge moving across to (his) right; and 

it alao_rPtates into a position where the brim is vertically 

aligned (f.230-1). 	Both hat and his right hand move down, back 

and/or to (his) right. 	The rotation of his:body to (his) right 

continues/ 
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continues and. by f.233-4 JC's body is square-on to camera, with 

his head facing straight forward. 	Thus JC has turned his body
 

back to the square-on position in five to six frames; again, 

a very rapid movement. 	It can be seen that JC's left shoulder 

is moving round to (his) right,(un slightly) and towards edge mbf 

cur (and 	thus approaching his chin) by the fact that his left 

coat lapel and his chin obscure his left shirt collar from view 

through f.228 - f.240. 	This abscence from view of his left 

collar is partially notable at f.233-4 when JC's body is sauare-on 

to camera and one would expect, normally, to see his left collar 

as in f.222-3). 	Another indication of the approximation of 

his left shoulder to his chin is the fact that through the 

sequence (f.228-f.240) the length of his left shoulder is less 

than that of his right shoulder whilst, at the same time, his 

left shoulder is moving forwards and round to (his) right. 

The rotation to (his) right continues; (his) right shoulder 

moving down, back and round away from camera, (his) left shoulder 

moving forwards and round towards camera, with his body tilting 

to (his) right. 	At f.234-5 JO's hair begins to rise up at (his) 

right rear of his head, and his mouth begins to open. 	His hat 

continues down, back and/or to (his) right. 	JC falls to (his) 

right from f.234 to f.239-f.240,' at which point JC has turned so 

that he is now approximately side-on to the car, with his head 

souare-on to camera. 	JO's body was approximately straight 

forwards at f.230-1, and he is nworoximntely side-on ,at f.239-40; 

thus the turn of his body through 90°  takes about nine frames. 

This is a quite rapid movement (the speed of the turn, as compared 

with turn through f.228 to f.233-4, indicates that the turn to 

his right slows slightly after passing through s,,uare-on position 

to camera). 

At f.239-f.240 JC starts to fall backwards Mrs. Connally. 

This/ 
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This is illustrated by the increasing
 amount of JO's right hand 

and hat visible, and the rapid disapp
earance of JK's left arm 

behind JO's left arm through f.238-f.
241. 	After f.236 the line 

down JO's right arm increases in angu
lation to line of edge of 

car - it approaches 90' to it. 	Thi
s is also illustrative of 

the fall back towards Mrs. Connally a
t f.239-f.240 - (his) right 

shoulder goes back away from edge 
of car, his body tilting back; 

this line down (his) right arm natura
lly increases (e.g. goes 

off vertical (i.p.) - is vertical (i.
p.) in f.238) due to shoulder 

moving away from camera more than (hi
s) right elbow (which was 

probably resting on his torso and pos
sibly, also, (his) right 

side (arm) was against the back of th
e jump-seat JO was sitting 

in. 	Through f.240 to f.244 JO fal
ls back towards Mrs. Connally, 

with the turn to (his) right slowing 
markedly. 

What conclusions can be drawn from th
is interpretation of 

the frame JO was hit in the chest, r
ight wrist, and left thigh. 

The bullet through hiS chest entered 
just to the right of his 

right shoulder blade just below the a
xilla, coursed forwards 

and left, along his fifth rib, at a d
ownwards angle of 27G. 

The bullet which injured his right wr
ist was not necessarily 

the same bullet which inflicted the c
hest wounds; but, from 

the medical evidence, the wrist wound
 was caused by a tumbling 

bullet, not a pristine bullet - thus 
it struck something, or 

someone, first; this would almost cer
tainly have to be JO's 

chest or J2K's head (the latter deeme
d unlikely from other 

evidence). 	The bullet which injured
 the wrist entered the back. 

of the wrist, and made its exit throu
gh the front. 	The thigh 

wound was inflicted. by a bullet or bu
llet fragment having a 

relatively low velocity. 

It is necessary to bear in mind the w
ounds, and the direction 

of 
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of the bullet throughthe chest, in 
trying to assess the point at 

which JC was hit. 	The bullet 
through is cheSt (and probably his 

wrist) travelled through him going 
forwards, downwards, and to 

the left. 	Between f.222 and f.223 
JC turns very slightly to 

his left. 	Between f.223 and f.2
24 there is a marked change; 

a sharp increase in JC's turn to hi
s left - his right shoulder 

moves forwards and down (and his le
ft shoulder moves up and back). 

This movement continues, very rapid
ly, through till f.228, when 

JC is clearly facing to his left of
 straight forward and his 

body is near side-on to camera (hav
ing been square-on to camera 

at f.222-3). 	This turn, throu
gh a near right angle takes place 

in five frames- 0.275 seconds. Co
mpare the speed of this 

movement to the speed of turn of Cl
int Hill's head through an 

angle well short of a right angle -
 12 frames (0.66 seconds) - 

in his response to hearing the shoO
t(s). 	The movement JC undergo

eS 

is clearly far more rapid than the
 turn of Hill's head.. Similarly 

it is more rapid than the movement 
of JK's right arm, through 

approximately a. right angle, in re
aching for JFK's left elbow - 

11 frames (0.61 seconds). 	JO's ra
pid movement through f.223 to 

f.228 is in the same order of speed
 as the speed of movement of 

JFK's head •after being hit at f.31
3-4 - in 5 frames (0.275 seconds) 

JFK's head moves back approximately
 six inches. 

Between f.223 and f.224 JC's hat, w
hich was sitting apparently 

still in his lap, top upwards and b
rim horizontally aligned, has 

moved rapidly downwards and/or forw
ards and/or to JC's left. 

As seen in later frames, JC was hol
ding the Hat by the brim with 

his right hand; and with the hat i
n the position it was in at 

f.223 his ri47ht hand would be posi
tioned with the palm downwards, 

back of hand upwards. 	The movement
 of JO's right shoulder and 

hat (and presumably his right hand)
 is thus rapidly downwards, 

forwards and to his left. 	This ind
icates that impact of a 

bullet/ 
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bulleAhas occurred between f.223 and 
f.224, causing the sharp 

movements to occur, and the bullet ha
s passed through his chest 

and, almost certainly, his right wris
t. 

At f.225 the hat reappears and his ri
ght hand is just viaible. 

Through to f.228 the hand and hat mov
e upwards, and probably 

backwards and/or to his right. 	Thi
s movement is accounted for 

by the fact that JC's right shoulder 
is moving rapidly downwards, 

forwards, and to JC's left and this f
orces his right elbow down' 

onto his right thigh (at f.224); as. 
the right shoulder continues 

its movement the right elbow courses 
forwards along his right 

.thigh - this results in his right ha
nd, holding hat, moving 

upwards and backwards relative to his
 right elbow, moving closer 

to his right shoulder; so that at f.2
28 the right shoulder is 

well forwards, right elbow on his rig
ht thigh, his right forearm 

positioned almost vertically upwards 
with his right hand near to 

the level of his chin. 

JC testified before the "Warren Commi
ssion" that he heard 

.a gunshot, turned. and looked over hi
s right shoulder,but did not 

see JIT.; he was turning to his left 
in order to look over his 

left shoulder, and reached the positi
on of facing a little to 

left of centre when he felt that some
one had hit him in the back. 

2rom.f.222, one would expect, if JC vas 
turninc,  to his left (as 

he did, fractionally between f.222 an
d f.223) to look over his 

left shoulder, that his left shoulder
 would go down an,.7 back 

round to his left and. that his right
 shouler would move for=,rds 

and round, and upwards slightly. 	It
 is clear that this did not 

happen - JC's left shoulder moves up,
. not down; his right 

shoulder moves down, not upwards. 

After f.228 JC turns back to hic righ
t, his body foving 

round/ 
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round in advance of the turn of his head. 	The right shoulder 

moves rapidly down, back and round, the left shoulder raidly 

forwards, round, and upwards slightly. 	This movement is 

continuous through f.228 to f.239 and is accompanied by the 

(inevitable) tilt (and fall) to his right. 

From f.228 onwards JO'S hat moves down, back and/or to JO's 

right. 	There is also a rotation of the hat - at f.223 the ton 

of the hat is visible as the highest part of the hat (the hat is 

not sitting with brim horizontal as in f.222-3, and is slightly 

inclined), but in f.229 the top has moved down and in f.230 it 

is further down, very little now visible. 	In f.230 the brim 

is clearly visible, for the first time, above the top of the hat -

the brim is aligned almost vertically (e.g. nearly at right angles 

to position in f.222-3) and the plane of the brim of the hat is 

directed to JC's left (e.g. front edge of brim is to JO's left 

of the back edge of brim - the edge JO is holding in his right 

hand). 	Through subsequent frames, to f.234, the hat rotates so 

that the front edge of the brim moves to JO's right of the back 

edge of brim. 	The brim remains aligned almost vertically 

throughout. 	After f.234 there is little of the hat visible and 

all that can be seen is that it moves down, back and/or to his 

right till f.238. 

At f.239 JO starts to fall backwards, his right turn slowing 

don. 	There is no movement which would. indicate a hit to JO in 

any of the frames through the sequence when JC turns to his right 

after f.228 (up to and including f.244). 	Some researchers 

believe that the angulation of the line along JO's right shoulder 

to the line of the edge of the car alters sharply between f.237 

and f.238, thereby indicating the hit to JO's right shoulder 

between those two frames. 	I do not see as sharp an alteration 

of/ 
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of the angulation as do those researcher
s; the shoulder (black 

coot) is merged to some extent with the 
shadow under JK's right 

arm through f.235 to f.237, then at f.23
8 JK's right arm is clear 

of the shoulder, the dark images no long
er merging - this - may be 

a confusing factor. 	But more important
 than this, simply 	-- 

measuring the angulation of the line alo
ng his shoulder to the 

line of the edge of the car does not tak
e into account any 

movement in three dimensions; and it is 
cuite clear from the 

above analysis that JO's right shoulder 
is moving down, back 

and round away from the edge of the car 
in the seauence f.235 

to f.240 - the simple measurement of an 
angle between lines in 

two dimensions is thus invalidated in th
is case. 

The turn to his right after f.228 is cle
arly JO's recoil 

reaction to being hit. 	This also tie
s in accurately with JC's 

testimony - he described feeling "like s
omeone hat hit me in 

the back" when he was "looking a little 
bit left of centre", and 

then he "doubled up, and then turned to
 my right again". At 

f.228 JC is facing slightly to left of c
entre (e.g. slightly to 

hiS left of straightforward) and the rec
oil turn to his right 

starts thereafter. 	Thus the reaction tim
e (time from impact 

to start of the recoil reaction) was five
 frames - 0.275 seconds.. 

To conclude, analysis of the Zaoruder fr
ames 222 to 244 indicates 

that Governor Connally was struck by a bu
llet which passed 

through his chest,.and most probably his
 wrist, at e time between 

f.223 and f.224 (the first effects of th
e impact being discernible 

at f.224). 	The Governor started to rea
ct (0.22 seconds to 0.275 

seconds later) after f.228. 	As was seen 
previously, President 

Kennedy was struck by a bullet, entering 
his back or neci:, a 

number of frames prior to f.224-5, at wh
ich frames he is clearly 

reacting to a shot and had started his•r
eaction some time before f.224. 

Thus a further conclusion is that Presid
ent Kennedy and 

Governor Connally were shot by separate 
bullets. 
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C
A A comparison of f.225 and f.223 which appeared on S

.P8 in 

'Life International' issue rovember 28, 1966 illustrat
es the effect 

of the bullet hitting Governor Connally. The frames 
are 0.11 

seconds apart - thus there would be very little relati
ve movement 

between JC and JK if they both remained stationary (th
is can be 

seen from the negligable relative movement between any
 of the 

images (objects or occupants - apart from JC and JK) i
n the frames). 

In f.223 JC is facing to his right of the camera, bod
y 

facing fractionally to his left of square-on to camera
 - his right 

shoulder is back relative to his left shoulder which i
s all but 

obscured by the metal frame. 	His head is just slight
ly tilted 

back. 	The lines down the inner edges of his coat law
els are 

parallel to each other, are just slightly off parallel
 to edge 

of road sign. 	The top of his hat is clearly visib
le, in front • 

of him, the shadow line down the hat being clearly vis
ible. 

The line across his shoulders is almost parallel to li
ne across 

back seat - the slight angulation being due to his rig
ht shoulder 

being back relative to his left shoulder. 	Little of 
JH's left 

arm is visible to right (i.p.) of JO's left arm. 

In f.225 JC is facing fractionally to his left of s,iare
-on 

to camera. 	His body is turned well to his left of so
uare-on 

to camera, and is possibly facing a little to his left
 of straight 

forward. His right shoulder has clearly moved down a
nd forward 

from f.223 - increased distance of tip of his shoulder
 from line 

across back seat. 	His left shoulder has moved uw and
 back - much 

more ofJK's left arm is visible, and the tip of his l
eft shoulder 

is now at the level of n's. Connally's right shoulder,
 it was 

below this level in f.223. 	His head is tilted to his r
ight - 

and there is less of the line along top of JII's right 
shoulder 

than in f.223, due to this head tilting. 
	The sunlit areas of 

JC's/ 
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JC's coat at his right shoulder are auite clear in f.225 - are 

only vaguely visible in f.225; this also shows JC's right shoulder 

has moved forward markedly. The line down the inner edge of his 

right lapel has moved across and is obscuring sane of his tie; 

the lines down the inner edges of the lapels are far from parallel 

to each other, but with little change in the angulation of the 

line down his left lapel. 	His hat is blurred, greyish rather 

than white, (and a little of his right hand is visible) and a 

shadow line is not obvious. 	The angulation of the line across 

his shoulders is now angled a little off parallel, in opposite 

direction to that in f.223, to line across back seat of car.-

angulation is accounted for by left shoulder being back and up 

relative to right shoulder. 

The differences between the two frames are Quite marked yet • 

the time difference is only 0.11 seconds. 	Thus JC's movements 

are extremely rapid, and demonstrate clearly the effect of the 

bullet.  impact (after 0.11 seconds maximum). 

In f.225 JFK has clearly started"" his reaction to being hit, 
■•••••••"" 

as stated previously, to a hit well before f.224-5. 	JO does not 

start to react till 0.22 to 0.275 seconds after the bullet impact 

and his reaction is not really comparable to that of =I s in 

f.225 till at least f.234-5 - 0.61 to 0.665 seconds after impact. 

JFK may have had a faster reaction time than JO but even so his 

reaction at f.224-5 is suite unmistakable and could not have been 

due to a hit between f.223 and f.224 - JFK could not have reacted 

to this extent so quickly (for physiological reasons of speed of 

reactions). 	And other•evidenceindicates that J2K was in fact 

hit just prior to f.200. 	Thus J2K. and JO were hit by separate 

)bullets, approximately 1.5 seconds apnrt. 


